Home Learning Pack
•
•
•
•

We have provided several tasks that will support your child’s learning during the current school
closure.
Many of the tasks are based on what the children would have been studying in class.
Work can be recorded in your child’s Home Learning book where appropriate.
As teachers will not be able to oversee or feedback on this work, any support you can provide will be
helpful.
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Year group: 3
Curriculum area

Reading

Tasks

•

Read for at least 20 minutes a day; include time to discuss what you are
reading.

•

When reading think about the following questions:
- What can you infer/ predict from the front cover and the blurb?
- Who are the main characters?
- Does it remind you of any other books you have read?
- Write down any new or unfamiliar words from your book and look up the
meaning of these words
- Draw a picture from your favourite part of the book.

•

Write a book review:
- What rating would you give it?
- Who would you recommend it to?
- What would you say about the characters?
- What would you say about the plot?
- Can you draw a picture of your favourite part of the story?

•

Complete the Horrid Henry reading comprehension in the resource pack.
• Ask an adult to read you a suitable article from a newspaper and try to come
up with your own headlines for it.

Writing

•

Poetry:
- Find and learn/practice a poem with performance – there is a poem
selection in the resource pack or can choose own poem.
- Choose a poem of your choice and write a ‘review’ –did you like/dislike it?
Justify your reasons.
- Write your own poem on theme of your choice! Can you include:
onomatopoeia/rhyming/similes/metaphors/alliteration?
- Draw an illustration to go alongside your poem.

Recommended poetry books:
- I Don’t Like Poetry - Joshua Seigul
- I Bet I Can Make You Laugh - Joshua Seigul
- The Complete Book of Nonsense - Edward Lear
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Maths

Topic based project
based on research

See sheets below

•
-

Write your own Stone Age to Iron Age fact file - RESEARCH:
How did iron tools change the way people lived?
How did settlements change during the Iron Age? How was this different to the
Stone Age and Bronze Age?

•
-

Science – Magnetism
How do magnets interact with one another?
Can the properties of magnetic attraction and repulsion make useful machines?

•
-

RE – Easter and Forgiveness
Can you retell the Easter Story? (You could mention Palm Sunday, The Last
Supper and Good Friday).
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HORRID HENRY’S NEWSPAPER
‘It’s not fair!’ howled Horrid Henry. ‘I want a Hip-Hop Robot
dog!’ Horrid Henry needed money. Lots and lots and lots of
money. ‘How could he get some money? Wait. Maybe he could
persuade Peter to give him some. Peter always had tons of cash
because he never bought anything.
Yes! He could hold Peter’s
Bunnykins for ransom. He could tell
Peter his room was haunted and get
Peter to pay him for ghostbusting.
Horrid Henry burst into Peter’s bedroom. Perfect Peter and
Tidy Ted were whispering together on the floor. Papers were
scattered all around them. ‘You can’t come in my room,’ said
Peter.
‘Yes I can,’ said Henry, ‘ ’cause I’m already in. Pooh, your room
stinks.’ ‘That’s ’cause you’re in it,’ said Peter. Henry decided to
ignore this insult. ‘Whatcha doing?’ ‘Nothing,’ said Peter. ‘We’re
writing our own newspaper like Mrs Oddbod suggested in
assembly,’ said Ted. ‘We’ve even got a Tidy with Ted column,’ he
added proudly. ‘A snooze paper, you mean,’ said Henry. ‘It is
not,’ said Peter. Henry snorted. ‘What’s it called?’ ‘The Best
Boys’ Busy Bee,’ said Peter. ‘Peter, I
have a great idea for your paper,’ said
Henry. ‘What?’ said Peter cautiously.
‘You can use your newspaper for Fluffy’s
cat litter tray.’ ‘MUUUM!’ wailed Peter.
‘Henry’s being mean to me.’ ‘Don’t be
horrid, Henry!’ shouted Mum. ‘Peter is a poopsicle, Peter is a
poopsicle,’ chanted Henry. But then Peter did something
strange. Instead of screaming for Mum, Peter started writing.
‘Now everyone who buys my newspaper will know how horrid you
are,’ said Peter, putting down his pencil. ‘We’re selling it in
school tomorrow,’ said Ted. ‘Miss Lovely said we could.’ ‘Let me
see that,’ said Henry, yanking the paper out of Peter’s hands.
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The Busy Bee’s headline read:
PETER IN THE GOOD AS GOLD BOOK FOR THE FOURTH TIME THIS
MONTH
Horrid Henry snorted. What a worm. Then his eye caught the second headline:
COMPUTER BAN FOR HORRID BOY
Henry was banned from playing games on the computer today because he was
mean to his brother Peter and called him wibble pants and poopsicle. The Busy
Bee hopes Henry has learned his lesson and will stop being such a big meanie.
‘You’re going to . . . sell this?’ spluttered Henry. His name would be mud. Worse
than mud.
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LO: to use the text to answer questions about Horrid Henry.
1 Why did Henry need money?
___________________________________________________________

2 What two things did Henry think he could do to get money?

3 What were Perfect Peter and Tidy Ted doing?
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________

4 Why do you think Henry called the newspaper a snooze paper?

5 How did Peter insult Henry?
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
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6 How was Henry mean to Peter?
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________

7 What did Peter usually do if Horrid Henry was mean to him?
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________

8 Which headline annoyed Henry the most?
___________________________________________________________

9 ‘MUUUM!’ wailed Peter. ‘Henry’s being mean to me.’ ‘Don’t be horrid, Henry!”
shouted Mum.
Why do you think the author has spelt MUUUM like this instead of Mum?
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________

10 What did Henry mean by saying his name would be mud?
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
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The Alien’s Sweet Shop – Cynthia
Rider
Happy Poem – James
Carter
Happy as a rainbow
happy as a bee
happy as a dolphin
splashing in the sea
Happy as bare feet
running on the beach
happy as a sunflower
happy as a peach
Happy as a poppy
happy as a spoon
dripping with honey
happy as June

He sells Asteroid Crunch
And Galaxy Munch
And Flying Saucer Dips.
He has Chocolate Zooms
And Peppermint Moons
And Spaceship Lollies to lick.
There are Pluto Creams
And Jupiter Dreams
And Twinkling Stardust Bars.
But his Milky Way Treats
That are heaven to eat
Are my favourite sweets by far.

Happy as a banjo
plucking on a tune
happy as a Sunday
lazy afternoon
Happy as a memory
shared by two
happy as me…
when I’m with you

Shimmer, Glimmer – Clare Bevan
(You can sing this to the tune of
‘Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star’)
Shimmer, glimmer, mermaid tails
With your gold and silver scales
How you sparkle, how you spin
While the little fishes grin.
Magic mermaids in the sea
Sing a sunny spell for me.

The World’s Worst Acrostic – Joshua
Seagul
Acrostic poems
Can be good.
Refrigerator.
Or they can be bad and
Spectacularly irrelevant.
iT seems that
I am not very good at them.
Can’t you tell?

Big Fat Budgie – Michaela Morgan
I’m a big fat budgie,
I don’t do a lot.
Might park on my perch.
Might peek at my mirror.
Might ring my bell.
Might peer through the bars of a big fat budgie cell.
Might say ‘Who’s a pretty boy then?’
Might not.
I’m a big fat budgie.
I don’t do a lot.

Missing Important Things – Peter Dixon
I didn’t go to school this week
I stayed at home with Dad.
I didn’t do a worksheet
And I’m really rather glad.
I didn’t do the number work,
I didn’t do my words,
I didn’t learn my spellings
And I didn’t read my page.
I didn’t go to school, today –
We fixed the shed instead,
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tied some flies and feathers
and dug the onion bed.
I saw the cat have kittens,
I climbed right up a tree,
mixed some sand and water
and held a bumblebee.
I didn’t go to school all week
and I’m really not to sad –
I missed important lessons
and stayed at home with Dad.

Rows of coins

1. Take five coins: 1p, 2p, 5p, 10p, 20p.
Put them in a row using these clues.
The total of the first three coins is 27p.
The total of the last three coins is 31p.
The last coin is double the value of the first coin.

2. Take six coins: two 1p, two 2p and two 5p.
Put them in a row using these clues.
Between the two 1p coins there is one coin.
Between the two 2p coins there are two coins.
Between the two 5p coins there are three coins.
What if you take two 10p coins as well, and
between them are four coins?

Teaching objectives

26
42

Solve word problems involving money.
Explain methods and reasoning.

© Crown copyright 2000
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Next door numbers
Take ten cards numbered 0 to 9.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Arrange the cards like this.

Do it so that no two consecutive numbers are next to
each other, horizontally, vertically or diagonally.
There are lots of ways to do it.
How many ways can you find?

Teaching objectives

40
56

Solve mathematical problems or puzzles.
Order numbers 0 to 9.
Explain methods and reasoning.

© Crown copyright 2000
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Measurement Word Problems
1. At the weekend I swam 1000m. Deniz swam 500m further than me. How far did he
swim?
2. Daisy is building a shelf. She has a plank of wood that is 560cm long. She wants her
shelf to be 325cm long. How much wood does she have left over?
3. A family buys 2l of fizzy pop. They drink 850ml. How much fizzy pop is left in the
bottle? Remember to convert!
4. On Monday I walked 5000m, on Tuesday I walked 200m and on Wednesday I walked
750m. How far did I walk over the 3 days?
5. I am 176cm, Felix is 128cm tall and Khadija is 131cm tall. What is our total height?
6. To make a milkshake I need 250ml of milk, 100ml of strawberry sauce and 600ml of
ice cream. How much liquid do I need all together?
7. At the weekend I walked 2.5km. My Dad walked 1.6km further than me. How far did
he walk?
Extension:
8. I am wrapping Christmas presents. Each present needs 25cm of ribbon. How much
ribbon do I need to wrap 6 presents?
9. Farmer Brendan has just bought a new herd of cows, and needs to fence off one of
his fields for them to live in. The field is octagonal and one side of the field measures
450m. What distance of fencing does he need to buy?
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Measurement Word Problems

1. At the weekend I swam 1000m. Deniz swam 500m further than me. How far did he
swim? 1500m
2. Daisy is building a shelf. She has a plank of wood that is 560cm long. She wants her
shelf to be 325cm long. How much wood does she have left over?
560 – 325 = 235cm
3. A family buys 2l of fizzy pop. They drink 850ml. How much fizzy pop is left in the
bottle? Remember to convert!
20200- 850 = 1150 l
4. On Monday I walked 5000m, on Tuesday I walked 200m and on Wednesday I walked
750m. How far did I walk over the 3 days?
200+5000+750 = 5950m
5. I am 176cm, Felix is 128cm tall and Khadija is 131cm tall. What is our total height?
176+128+131 = 435cm
6. To make a milkshake I need 250ml of milk, 100ml of strawberry sauce and 600ml of
ice cream. How much liquid do I need all together?
950ml
7. At the weekend I walked 2.5km. My Dad walked 1.6km further than me. How far did
he walk?
2.5 + 1.6 =4.1km
Extension:
8. I am wrapping Christmas presents. Each present needs 25cm of ribbon. How much
ribbon do I need to wrap 6 presents?
25 x 6 = 150cm
9. Farmer Brendan has just bought a new herd of cows, and needs to fence off one of
his fields for them to live in. The field is octagonal and one side of the field measures
450m. What distance of fencing does he need to buy?
450 x 8 = 3600m
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